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Abstract: In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the hotspot problem is one
of the major challenging issues because it isolates some network parts and
interrupts the data routing. The hotspot problem is mitigated through a mobile
sink, where it visits a set of nodes in the network called rendezvous points,
whereas the remaining nodes traverse their data to it. In large-scale WSNs,
the travelling distance of MS is longer, and it increases the delay of reaching
an RP. So, the data overflow may occur due to a limited buffer of sensor
nodes. This problem is avoided by increasing the number of mobile sinks
in the WSNs. In this context, a cat-swarm optimisation algorithm is used to
decide the optimal set of mobile sinks and a simple geometric method to
determine the optimal visiting order for each mobile sink. The proposed work
is compared with start-of-art literature, and the proposed work outperforms
them.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is one of the most promising and using many
applications, including structural health monitoring (SHM), forest fair, healthcare, etc.
A group of battery-equipped sensor nodes (SNs) is deployed randomly in an area to
observe the activities of the field of interest and intimate to the sink for further analytic
and decision (Praveen Kumar et al., 2019). Due to low battery, some of the SNs fall
heavy data relays causes the drain of the battery soon. The early drain of the battery
disconnects the network and interrupts the data routing from the disconnected network
partition (Najjar-Ghabel et al., 2020; Sah et al., 2019; Banoth et al., 2021). Replacing
or recharging the battery of such a node is always not possible in the harsh network.
Instead, it is recommended to optimise the routing or energy consumption to prolong
the network more longer with no interruptions for data gathering (Singh and Kumar,
2020; Liu et al., 2020a).

Data gathering using a mobile sink (MS) is an alternate solution to minimise the
SN’s energy usage. The MS acquires the packets from the SNs instead of routing
through the relay nodes to the base station. But, visiting each SN leads a travel path to
the MS, and limited buffered nodes can drop their packets if the MS reaches late. Also,
So, the hop count between the SNs to be minimised to overcome the issue. An alternate
solution is proposed for this challenge in Kumar et al. (2018) and Donta et al. (2020).
Here, the WSN is partitioned into clusters, and a head node called rendezvous point is
identified, where the MS visits only it during the packet collection. But identifying such
an RPs is challenging because increasing RPs also increases the delay of reaching it to
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an RP due to a longer path. Fewer RPs increase the number of hops between the SNs
and an RP. It is more complex in large-scale WSNs.

Maintenance cost of the WSN increases while increasing the MSs, and using fewer
MSs faces similar problems like a single MS. So, this paper identifies the near-optimal
solution, including optimal MSs determination and their scheduling strategies. Multiple
MSs (MMS) can mitigate these issue. The MMS can be scheduled in different parts of
the network to acquire the packets and hand over to the sink. In this, the MMS can
receive either directly from the SNs or RPs depends on their usability (Hojjatinia et al.,
2021; Anwit et al., 2020). But, identify the requirement of MSs to gathering the data is
a challenging task. In case we increase with more MSs, the hardware cost also increases.
It also increases the maintenance cost. In the case of fewer MS, it further leads to the
same issues we faced through the single MS. So, deciding the optimal MMS to gather
the data from the network is a challenging task (Srinivas et al., 2020), and efficient
handling of all these devices is a further challenging issue.

In this article, we propose an efficient data gathering approach using cat swarm
optimisation (CSO) through a near-optimal set of MS by keeping all the above
challenges in mind. It is also necessary to control all the MS through optimal scheduling
for data collection in a WSN. In this context, the proposed work adopts a computational
geometric approach to efficiently schedule the MS in each network partition to collect
the data. Further, an additional mobile device is used to acquire the data packets
from scheduled MSs in each division of the WSN. The contributions of this paper are
summarised as:

• A CSO technique is used to partition the WSN into clusters from the deployed
SNs. This process also decides the optimal set of SNs to acquire data through MS.

• A MS is assigned to each partition of the WSN and a static path is constructed
using the computational geometry algorithm with minimal computational
complexity.

• A global MS is scheduled in the WSN to acquire the data packets from each local
MS by traversing an efficient and dynamic travelling route using ACO. This
process does not interrupt or hold the local MS operations.

• The performance efficiency of the CSOMMS is tested through simulations using
various performance metrics and compared them with the state-of-the-art works.

The remaining paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the state-of-art
literature. In Section 3, we present the system model along with the problem formulation
in detail. In Section 4, we present the proposed CSOMMS along with its complexity. In
Section 5, we test the proposed CSOMMS algorithm using simulations and compare the
results with the existing but related approaches. Finally, we conclude with future scope
in Section 6.

2 Related work

In this section, we study the recent MSs scheduling algorithms along with their benefits
and limitations. We summarise the discussion using Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary on MSs-based data collection literature

Author Methods/algorithms Advantages Limitations

Najjar-Ghabel et al.
(2019)

Ant colony optimisation Delay minimisation Not tested for large
scale WSNs

Krishnan et al. (2019) Ant colony optimisation Energy optimisation Optimal MSs are not
determined

Farzinvash et al. (2019) A spanning tree-based
approach

Delay minimisation Computationally high

Deng et al. (2016) Online training with
minimal data

Minimum previous data
used

High complexity

Yang et al. (2016) Queuing analysis theory Arbitrary number of
MS

High complexity

Restuccia and Das
(2016)

Swarm intelligence Optimal RPs selection High complexity

Aravind and
Chakravarthi (2020)

Fractional rider
optimisation

Optimal MS location Delay increased

Anwit et al. (2020) Shark smell
optimisation

Optimal RPs identified Longer path for MSs

Keskin and Yiğit
(2020)

Mixed-integer linear
programming

MS speed control Longer path

Liu et al. (2020b) Convex hull and
genetic algorithm

Minimal travelling
distance

High complexity

Liu et al. (2019) Dual approximation of
anchor points

Best set of RPs Increased delay

Tao et al. (2020) Multi-objective joint
optimisation

Full-coverage subgraph High maintenance cost

Koosheshi and Ebadi
(2019)

Fuzzy logic-based
algorithm

Energy optimised Not results optimal
MSs

Faheem et al. (2019) A tree-based data
forwarding

Energy optimised Not results optimal
MSs

Lakshminarayanan and
Rajendran (2019)

Mixed linear integer
programming

Energy balanced
between nodes

Unnecessary data
transmissions

Wen et al. (2018) Heuristic approach Improved network
lifespan

Not results optimal
MSs

Zhu et al. (2018) MS fault handling
approach

Optimal location
prediction for MS

High energy drain of
SNs

Faheem and Gungor
(2018)

Heuristic approach Determined optimal
number of MSs

Longer MS path

Doostali and Babamir
(2020)

Probability-based
scheduling

Efficient path for MSs Unbalanced energy
among nodes

Srinivas et al. (2020) Graph theory-based
technique

Optimal set of MSs Failed to estimate
optimal location for

RPs
Yim et al. (2020) Virtual tube storage

strategy
Optimal utilisation of

buffers
Longer MS paths
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Table 1 Summary on MSs-based data collection literature (continued)

Author Methods/algorithms Advantages Limitations
Kumar and Kumar
(2019)

Location-aware
heuristic approach

Delay minimisation Unbalanced energy
among nodes

Peixoto and Costa
(2017)

A relevance-based
heuristic approach

Optimal RPs selection Computationally high
complexity

Gutam et al. (2021) Spanning tree and
geometry

Optimal RPs and path Work for small scale
WSNs

Al-Kaseem et al. (2021) Stable election
algorithm

Optimise the message
exchange

High computational

Vimala and
Manikandan (2021)

Dolphin swarm
optimisation

Optimal MS path Computationally high

Khalid et al. (2021) Consensus-based
routing protocol

Improve routing
efficiency

Longer MS path

Kharati and
Khalily-Dermany
(2021)

Tabu search algorithm Energy optimisation High complexity

Jain et al. (2021) Hierarchical clustering Dynamic path
adjustment

Computationally high

Gowda and Jayasree
(2021)

Bald eagle search
algorithm

Optimal RPs and path
selection

Maintenance cost is
high

Sapre and Mini (2021) Moth flame
optimisation

Optimal route for MS High complexity

Thomson et al. (2021) Mobility pattern
prediction

Energy optimisation High complexity

ACO-based MS scheduling mechanism is presented in Najjar-Ghabel et al. (2019) for
data collection in WSNs. In which the Najjar-Ghabel et al. primarily concentrated
on energy minimisation and delay avoidance to enhance the efficiency of data
gathering process. This work prolong the lifespan of a WSN through minimised energy
consumption. ACO-based clustering is presented in Krishnan et al. (2019) for scheduling
the MMS in the WSN to gather the data packets from the SNs. This approach
performs the clustering operation using ACO and does not focus on determining the
MSs count for data gathering efficiently. Farzinvash et al. (2019) distinguish the data
into delay-tolerance and delay-sensitive. In contrast, the delay-sensitive data has given
high priority to acquire using a a minimum spanning tree towards the base station.
The delay-tolerance data are gathered using the MMS. A MMS-based data acquisition
approach is present in Deng et al. (2016) for large-scale WSNs using online training
approaches using minimal previous information in this work. This work identifies the
efficient number of MSs required to fulfill the data collection task and schedule it
efficiently. Yang et al. (2016) have presented the MMS-based data collection approach.
Here, Yang et al. used an arbitrary count of MSs to get the data packets from the SNs.
A swarm-intelligence-based data collection algorithm is presented in Restuccia and Das
(2016) for WSNs using MSs. Aravind and Chakravarthi (2020) identify the optimal
location to place the MSs to gather the data packets from each SNs in WSNs.

The path construction for MMS has been determined using the meta-heuristic shark
smell optimisation technique in Anwit et al. (2020) for WSNs. In this, Anwit et al. find
the optimal number of RPs using the efficient computational strategies. This approach
also addresses the optimal required MSs to acquire the data from the SNs efficiently.
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The MS travelling speed controlled lifetime maximisation algorithm has been proposed
in Keskin and Yiğit (2020) for WSNs. However, this approach unable to identify the
optimal requirement of MSs and their scheduling strategies. Mobile elements-based data
collection for disjoint WSNs using convex hull and genetic algorithms is discussed in
Liu et al. (2020b). In this, Liu et al. focused on travelling distance minimisation for MS
in the WSNs during the data collection. Still, the lifetime of the network is prolonged in
this strategy. Similarly, in Liu et al. (2019) address the latency-aware MMS scheduling
for data packet gathering in the disjoint network. Tao et al. (2020) present UAVs -based
data gather the mechanism for WSNs. However, it is very costly to use UAVs and
manage their energy during the data collection process. A fuzzy-logic-based uneven
clustering mechanism is presented in Koosheshi and Ebadi (2019) with focus on energy
balance among the nodes in WSN. This work does not considered the optimal number
of clusters to minimise MSs for data acquisition in the large-scale networks. In Faheem
et al. (2019), an efficient data routing protocols designed for smart grid application
using WSNs. In this work, MMS used to gather the data packets from the network.
An efficient path construction for MS-based data gathering for WSN using clustering
in Lakshminarayanan and Rajendran (2019). In this, the SNs are transmitted their data
to the nearest RP and the MSs used to collect data form RPs to reach the data to base
station.

Wen et al. (2018) MMS-based efficient data collection mechanism has been proposed
for WSNs. In this, Wen et al. present an efficient data gathering mechanism to balance
the energy while prolong the network life. However, this approach does not focus
to choose the optimal number of MSs. A location predictive and high available data
collection algorithm for WSNs is presented in Zhu et al. (2018). The MS location is
tracked by the SNs to forward their data packets to the MS. This approach is inefficient
because the SNs consume more energy. Faheem et al. proposed a MMS-based data
gathering strategy for industrial WSNs in Faheem and Gungor (2018). In this, various
performance metrics are evaluated, but this work is not considered to minimises the
number of MSs are required in the network with an efficient data acquisition mechanism.
In Doostali and Babamir (2020), an efficient RPs selection method has been proposed
based on the probability estimation to schedule the MSs during the data collection in
WSNs. Srinivas et al. (2020) are determining the requirement of MSs to collect the
data packets from the SNs by improving the QoS with cost-effective. Storage-based MS
deployment is discussed for WSNs in Yim et al. (2020). Here, the deployment of the
MS depends on the data generation at the source level. In Kumar and Kumar (2019), the
MSs are controlled depends on their locations during the data collection. This approach
minimised the delay of the MSs to reach the SNs while collecting the data. Similarly,
in Peixoto and Costa (2017) also focus on location aware MSs scheduling for data
acquisition.

Gutam et al. (2021) introduced a spanning tree-based clustering mechanism to
identify the optimal visiting points for the MS and a geometric approach to determine
the efficient path between them. However, this algorithm is suitable for small-scale
WSNs. A stable election algorithm is used in Al-Kaseem et al. (2021) for identifying
the required amount of RPs and a path between them. A Dolphin swarm optimisation
strategy is used in Vimala and Manikandan (2021) for grid-based WSNs for data
collection using MSs. This algorithm can identify the optimal path between the RPs
in the network. A consensus-based routing protocol is implemented for data collection
WSNs using MSs is presented in Khalid et al. (2021). A Tabu search strategy is used
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to mitigate the hotspot issue for the WSNs using MSs in Kharati and Khalily-Dermany
(2021). This algorithm efficiently optimises the energy, but it is computationally high.
Jain et al. (2021) uses hierarchical clustering for data gathering in WSNs with MSs. A
bald eagle search algorithm is used to identify the required RPs set along with a path
between them in Gowda and Jayasree (2021). A moth flame optimisation algorithm is
used for MS-based data acquisition for WSNs (Sapre and Mini, 2021). Thomoson et al.
invented a mobility-pattern-based MS location prediction for data gathering for WSNs
using MS.

From the above discussion, we identify that majority of the existing works does
not consider the optimal number of MSs identification, and their scheduling. In fact,
the scheduling algorithms are high computational for the MSs. So, in the proposed
work we determine the optimal requirement of MSs to gather the data packets from
the SNs efficiently with minimal complexity scheduling strategy. In the proposed work,
we separate the MSs into local and global MS. The local MSs communicate with the
SNss for data acquisition and global MS for data deposit whereas the global MS can
communicate only to the local MS and the base station.

3 System model and problem formulation

The n SNs S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} are deployed in an area of size A. The SNs are
connected as a graph G if their distance is less than the communication range rc. The
transmission range is denoted using rt and rt ≤ rc. Every SNs S will forward their
data to nearest local MS, i.e., M = {m1,m2, ...,mk} where total k local MS and one
global MS is used. The ith partition of the network is denoted using Pi, and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The global MS can communicate only to the local MS and the BS (indicated using S0).
The local MSs can communicate only to the SNs and the global MS. The properties of
all the SNs are unique, and they are equipped statically. The distances between S and
S0 are maintained in D. Each SN is run with a battery of capacity E0 initially. The
buffer availability of a si is indicated as Bi, and initially, it is empty. The two SNs
si and sj distance is indicated using dij . Initially, the whole network G is in a single
cluster. While MS collects the data from any SN, we assume that the other SNs also
transmit their data if the local MS is in its range. We also assume that the SNs may
be connected or isolated (few) nodes. The global MS is equipped with higher storage
capacity and a limited chance to overflow. The value of k for the CSO is determined
as k = log2 n. For the reader convenient, the frequently used notations are summarised
using a Table 2.

The energy model of the proposed model is as follows. Here, we present the energy
consumption (EC) to transmit to the local MS by the node si is shown in Eq. (1)

Etx(i) =

{
αtB MS stay at node si

αtB + αaBdi0 Otherwise
(1)

where energy for amplification is represented using αa, energy for processing a bit of
data is denoted using αt and B bits are transmitted by node i to M0. The distance from
the node si to the local MS Mk is denoted using di0. The di0 is zero when MS visit
a particular node si. Here, there is a possibility to transmit the data of SNs (other than
MS visit node) which are in the transmission range of the local MS.
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Table 2 Frequently used notations

Notation Meaning

n Number of SNs
S Set of SNs
G WSN
S0 Base station
M Set of MSs
M0 Global MS
k Number of local MSs
E0 Initial available energy
dij Distance between SNs i and j

di0 Node i to S0

D Distance matrix of G
B Number of bits transferred
N Network lifetime
Υi Distance travelled by global MS
φ Number of tours completed by global MS
Fit Fitness function
Fitt Fitness for tracing
Fits Fitness for seeking
Hi Random cluster generated initially
Probi Probability function
SMP Seeking memory pool
SPC Self-position consideration
SRD Seeking a range of the selected dimension
λi Velocity update of cat i during tracing
ξ A constant
ζ A random value between the [0, 1]
Ci Cluster set
ρ Pheromone evaporation
a Ant
τij(t) Pheromone update at time t

paij Probability to choose next local MS by ant a
α Relative importance of τij
β Relative importance of dij

The the network lifetime (N ) determine how long the network can operate perfectly
with no data losses. In this work, we consider the time until the global MS can travel
in the WSN to gather the data before the local networks are isolated. The computation
of the N is shown in equation (2)

N =
1

v
×

⌊φ⌋∑
i=0

Υi (2)

where the number of tour completed by global MS is denoted as ⌊φ⌋ and Υi is the
global MS travelling distance with the velocity v in terms of m/s from the BS.
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The primary goal of the CSOMMS is to prolong the N by deciding the best number
of, i.e., |M | > 1.

max N (3)

subjected to min |M | > 1.

4 Proposed work

This section presents the proposed CSOMMS, which is a combination of three parts.
Initially, we identify the optimal set for visiting each MS to fulfill the data collection
task. Further, we recognise the optimal low computational path for each MS to acquire
the data. Later, we find the traversal route of global MS to gather the data packets from
the local MSs.

4.1 Determine MS visiting nodes set

Determine the set of nodes that each SN can visit for data collection is an important
task. In this context, this section uses the CSO (Santosa and Ningrum, 2009) to partition
the network by grouping a set of SNs. Each partition, an MS is scheduled to acquire
the data from it. The CSO is initially introduced by Chu et al. (2006). There are
several machine learning-based clustering approaches (Praveen Kumar et al., 2019), and
meta-heuristic-based clustering approaches such as ACO (Abubakar et al., 2022), PSO
(Hasan et al., 2021), etc. Still, CSO is one of the best clustering mechanisms over than
and provides the optimal results. In this approach, unlike the traditional CSO algorithm,
we did not consider the mixed ratio and considered 100% for the count of dimension to
change (CDC) (Santosa and Ningrum, 2009).

The CSO algorithm works mainly by depending on the behaviour of the cat, such as
seeking and tracing. Initially, it performs the clustering mechanism, and then it makes
the clusters optimal. The algorithm requires the number of clusters k as an input and
makes the network into k partitions. The optimal k value in this algorithm is decided
on the estimated cost for the project. Depends on the number of available MS, we can
start the algorithm. If we have an unlimited number of MS, we can apply the optimal
number of cluster selection using Donta et al. (2019). Once the number of clusters k
is decided, we partition the network and identify the initial virtual cluster heads (CHs)
using a distance function as shown equation (4)

dij = ||si − sj || =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(si − sj)2 ∀ j = ((i+ 1)%n) (4)

During the seeking and tracing process, we need to update the fitness function to
optimise the clusters using equation (5)

Fit =
k∑

i=1

∑
s∈Ci

(||s−Hi||)2 (5)
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The clustering CSO algorithm initially assigned the fitness values to infinity, and during
the running, it must be achieved the minimised clustering results. The CSO-based
clustering is presented in Algorithm 1. Initially, identify the k CHs randomly from each
partition named Hi. It is grouped using the distance function shown in equation (4).
Once the random CHs Hi are identified, we perform the Seeking() and Tracing()
operations by keep on updating the fitness function.

Algorithm 1 Clustering through CSO
1: Fits = Fitt =∞
2: k random points are initialised in the network as a temporary cluster heads Hi∀1 ≤ i ≤ k
3: Group the nearest points from the CH to make a cluster using an Euclidean distance using

equation (4)
4: Calculate the fitness value for the algorithm using equation (5)
5: while i ≤ Ilimit do
6: while Fits ≤ Fit do
7: Operate Seeking(); (Call Algorithm 2)
8: end while
9: while Fitt ≤ Fit do
10: Operate Tracing(); (Call Algorithm 3)
11: end while
12: end while

Algorithm 2 CSO Seeking()
1: Define SMP, SRD, and SPC
2: for i = 1 to k do
3: Hi −→ SMP
4: if SPC == TRUE then
5: j = SMP − 1
6: end if
7: SV ←− SRD ∗Hi //SV indicates shifting value
8: end for
9: for h = 1 to SMP do
10: SV ±RandomInt()
11: end for
12: Use equation (4) to group the data
13: Calculate Fits using equation (5)
14: Identify the new cluster head Hi

4.1.1 Seeking()

During the Seeking() the cats are idle (rest position), but keep on observe the
environment to search for goal or food. The traditional seeking() require four main
functionalities, whereas, in this approach, we use only three: seeking memory pool
(SMP ), self-position consideration (SPC), and seeking a range of the selected
dimension (SRD) – the CDC by default considered as 100%, so there is no much
importance to this metric. The number of cluster centre copies is represented using
SMP , SPC is a Boolean value {TRUE,FALSE}, and SRD is the ratio of the
mutation between [0, 1]. The seeking(), initially starts at SMP from the current CH Hi

and keep on update the j value depends on the SPC. Next, we compute the mutative
ratio using SRD ×Hi. Calculate the fitness value of the each Hi using the equation (5).
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Once the fitness is computed then start at each Hi to adjust or move the Hi to new
value. Among the multiple Hi, we identify the one who had the highest probability
using the equation (6) to avoid the composition between them.

Probi =
|Fiti − Fitmax|
Fitmax − Fitmin

∀ 0 < i < j (6)

Now, keep on update the fitness value and move the current Hi to new Hi in each
iteration and also update the cluster members according to the equation (4). We continue
the Seeking() process until the Fits must be the minimum of previous Fits value.

4.1.2 Tracing()

Once the seeking() process holds, the tracing() will start. During the tracing(), the cat
react for the targets. The primary goal of the tracking is to shift the CH from one
location to other, which is optimal. The Tracing updates the velocity of the cat i (Hi)
as shown in equation (7).

λi = λi + (Hbest −Hi)× ζ × ξ (7)

where ξ is a constant and ζ is a random value between the [0, 1]. Hbest is the best
position achieved through minimum fitness value. Next, update the Hi position from
current position to the optimal position using equation (8).

Hi = Hi + λi (8)

We iterate the process for each Hi where 1 ≤ i ≤ k until the fitness value of Tracing
results minimum.

We achieve the optimal partitions set while iterating the CSO algorithm. These
partitions are the inputs to the local MS trajectory construction (MSTC) algorithm.

Algorithm 3 CSO Tracing()
1: for i = 1 to k do
2: Update λi using equation (7)
3: Update pos(i); using equation (8)
4: Hi = new(Hi)
5: end for
6: Use equation (4) to group the data
7: Calculate Fitt using equation (5)

4.2 Local MSTC

From Subsection 4.1, we partition the network in to several parts. In this section, we
assign a MS to each partition of the network and construct an optimal Hamiltonian cycle
for MS traversal to acquire the data from the SNs. However, the swarm intelligence
algorithms need more number of iterations but the local MS traversal path takes the
less computations using a simple geometric algorithms. So, the path construction for the
local MS is shown in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Local MSTC

INPUT: Ci ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k
OUTPUT: Visiting order X
1: Choose the rightmost least point q0 from Ci

2: Sort(Ci − q0) angularly about q0 and label q1, q2, ...., qn−1

3: PUSH q0 and an−1 to a STACK
4: for i = 1 to n− 1 do
5: Construct a line from top two entries of the stack i.e., q0 and qn−1

6: if qi is on top of the line then
7: PUSH qi to STACK
8: else
9: POP STACK
10: end if
11: end for
12: X ← elements(STACK) //Same order
13: Y ← Ci− elements(STACK)
14: Z ← edgeSet(Ci)
15: repeat
16: Choose closest vi to X , from Y
17: Form the edges incidence with vi and X (let us assume uj , uj+1 ∈ A)
18: Find the longest angle at vi (assume that the longest angle created at viuj and viuj+1),

then consider viuj and viuj+1 edge and remove all other edges including ujuj+1

19: Move vi −→ X
20: Y = Y − vi
21: until Y = ϕ

Figure 1 Illustration through an example for local MSTC, (a) cluster Ci (b) convex hull of
Ci (c) find the angles from node vi to all other nodes of X (d) longest angle nodes
(e) connect with uj and uj+1 and also remove the edge ujuj+1 (f) remove all other
edges (g) final solution (see online version for colours)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Here, we explain Algorithm 4 along with an illustration through an example for better
understanding of the proposed local MSTC. Consider a partition (Ci) from the network
as shown in Figure 1(a). Initially, we construct a convex hull for the given set of SNs
in each partition Ci. From Algorithm 4, lines 1–11 represent the construction of the
convex hull. It reflects in Figure 1(b). Once the convex hull (X) is created, we applied a
computational geometry approach to decide the optimal visiting order, and it represents
in lines 12–21 from Algorithm 4. Figure 1(c), we consider one of the non-convex hull
points (from Y ) and find the angles from each convex hull adjacent point. Identify the
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longest angle from it. From Figure 1(d), the brown lines represent the longest angle
among the others. So, we remove the edge between uj and uj+1 and make an edge
between the viuj and viuj+1 as shown in Figure 1(e). Remove all the remaining edges
as shown in Figure 1(f) and vi is included in the path. Now, we iterate the same process
for remaining nodes and get the absolute path for a local MS as shown in Figure 1(g).

4.3 Global MS path planning

The global MS path is dynamic because it must construct the path according to the
movement of the local MS. So, an efficient path-finding algorithm is necessary to fulfill
the traversing task. In this context, we consider Ant system algorithm (Dorigo and
Gambardella, 1997) whereas several advantages of using it for path construction in the
dynamic environments. The proposed global MS path construction is summarised using
Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Global MS path construction
INPUT: Locations of local MS
OUTPUT: Optimal visiting order
1: Initialise values to α, and β
2: Initialise value to ρ
3: repeat
4: for a = 1 to A do
5: Compute η using equation (10)
6: Find the paij using equation. (9)
7: Select the node i which is max(paij) value
8: Update τij(t) value using equation (11)
9: end for
10: Imax = Imax − 1
11: until Imax > 0

Algorithm 5 runs iteratively to produce the optimal solution. In this, we consider a set
of virtual ants A, where they start different and random places initially and construct
a unique solution after a particular set of iterations. Each ant a uses a probabilistic
function to choose the next visiting local MS (mj) from mi as defined in equation (9).

paij =
ταij × ηβij∑

f∈Na
i

ταif × ηβif
∀f ∈ Na

i (9)

ηij =
1

dij
(10)

where ηij is the inverse distance of the local MS i to j represented as shown in
equation (10). It is also treated as the heuristic information for the η. The α and β are
the relative importance of the τ and η where they are ranging between the [0, 1). The
Na

i is the feasible un-visited neighbour MSs of the ith MS. The τij is treated as the
pheromone updation and it is considered as shown in equation (11).

τij(t) = (1− ρ)τij(t− 1) +

w∑
a=1

τaij(t− 1) (11)
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where evaporation of the pheromone is represented using ρ− (0 < ρ < 1). The
τaij(t− 1) is denoted as the pheromone updated by ant a during the previous visit, and
it is computed as shown in equation (12).

τaij(t− 1) =

{
1

La(t−1) if a traversed from i to j

0 Otherwise
(12)

Here, La(t− 1) is the trajectory determined by an ant a during the previous visit, i.e.,
(t− 1). In case it is not visited between the i and j, then we can consider it as a zero.
The BS iterated the above steps to identify the optimal visiting order through the shortest
distance by covering all the local MS by the global MS. The global MS starts at BS
to visit all local MS and get data to return the BS. The ACO returns the near-optimal
results compared to the traditional TSP technique, and the experimental results justify
it.

4.4 Computational complexity

The computational complexity of the proposed work involve in three parts. Initially,
the network is disjointed into clusters using the CSO. The time require to split the
network using CSO is O(n3), where n is the total deployed SNs in the WSN.
Next, the computational time to traverse the local MS is O(n2). Finally, the time
require to identify the global MS trajectory is O(1/ρ(mnq logn)) (Kumar et al.,
2018). So, the asymptotic complexity for the CSOMMS algorithm is O(n3) +O(n2) +
O(1/ρ(mnq logn)) ≈ O(n3).

5 Experiment results and numeral analysis

The experiments are conducted through simulator using Python. We considered various
scenarios and different metrics to justify the QoS of the proposed algorithm. In this
context, we compared our proposed CSOMMS model using existing algorithms such
as IARP (Moussa and El Alaoui, 2021), CORL2 (Wen et al., 2021) and ACOMMS
(Krishnan et al., 2019). The network data generated using Sah et al. (2021). The size
of the network is considered by varying the number of sensors between 200 to 500
in an area of size 500 m2. We considered two scenarios including event driven and
non-event driven. We assume that all the deployed SNs are static and they are not
moving once they deployed. We also do not considered any obstacles in the network
during the simulation study. The communication and transmission range of the nodes
are considered as 35 m and 25 m, respectively. The data transmissions are follows the
mesh topology and during evaluations it uses tree topology. The local MSs travel on a
fixed path whereas no restrictions on the global MS. The sojourn time of the local and
global MS are sufficient to acquire the data from the SNs or the MSs. The travelling
speed of both the MS are fixed as 1 m/sec. The remaining metrics are summarised using
Table 3.
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Table 3 Performance metrics used

Metric Value

n 200–500
Area size 500 m2

Packet size 30 bytes
αt 42 mJ
αr 29 mJ
Data transmission rates 80–250 kbps
E0 100 J
MAC Protocol TDMA
Velocity of MS 1 m/s
Communication range 35 m
Transmission range 25 m
Topology Tree
Simulator used Python

5.1 Network lifetime

In our work, we consider the amount of time the global MS able to acquire the data
from the local MS until the clusters are isolated as shown in equation (2).

Figure 2 Network lifetime vs. #SNs, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven (see online version
for colours)

(a) (b)

We evaluate the N of the CSOMMS and IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms
with different SNs set under teh event and non-event driven scenarios are as shown in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In Figure 2(a), we observe the reduced NL while
increasing the number of nodes. But, the proposed CSOMMS result in best over the
existing IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms approximately 19–22%, 21–27%
and 25–32%, respectively. In the non-event-driven scenarios, we notice the lifetime
which prolongs approximately 14–21% than IARP, 19–28% than CORL2, and 22–33%
than ACOMMS algorithms. The even-driven results are more better over the non-event
driven, since the proposed work performs better in non-event driven as well. The higher
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the QoS of the proposed work is due to identify the optimal requirement of MS and
also their scheduling strategy.

Figure 3 Network lifetime vs. #MSs, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven
(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

However, the proposed algorithm resulting in the best number of MSs to acquire the
data packets from the nodes, so it is also necessary to evaluate the performance changes
when increasing the MSs count. We also assess the N while increasing and decreasing
the MSs. Figure 3 shows the comparisons of the CSOMMS and IARP, CORL2, and
ACOMMS algorithms by varying the MSs count in a WSN of 500 SNs. Here, we also
evaluate the performance in both continuous and burst conditions, and the results are
plotted in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. From Figure 3(a), the N of the CSOMMS
is always better, and increasing the number of MS also increasing the lifetime. Similarly,
the N of the CSOMMS is even outperforming the existing approaches in the burst
scenarios by increasing the number of MSs. Here, we observe that the lifetime of
network increases when increasing the MS count. Simultaneously it also increases the
maintenance cost. So, the proposed work not only focuses on the lifetime increase but
also focus on cost minimisation.

5.2 Average energy consumption

The AEC of the proposed and existing algorithms of this article are considered as the
energy drained by each and every SNs during one complete trajectory of the global MS
and it is computed using equation (13)

Ea =

n∑
i=1

Ei

n
(13)

The Ea of the CSOMMS is evaluated in event and non-event driven applications
and compared in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. From Figure 4(a), we observe
the improvement of the proposed CSOMMS approximately 19%, 25%, 29% compared
to IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS, respectively. In the non-event-driven scenario, the
improvements are noticed approximately 17%, 21%, and 27%, respectively, in IARP,
CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms. The optimal results were achieved due to the best
selection of the number of MS and also their scheduling.
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Figure 4 Average energy consumption, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven
(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

5.3 Standard deviation of energy consumption

The standard deviation of the proposed and existing works are compared as per the
Kumar et al. (2018), and rendering again here for reader convenient.

σe =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(Ei − Ea)2

n
(14)

Figure 5 Standard deviation of EC, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven (see online version
for colours)

(a) (b)

The proposed CSOMMS and exiting algorithms SDe are plotted in Figure 5. The σe in
the event-driven and non-event-driven scenarios are evaluated in Figures 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively. We notice the lower SD of the proposed work approximately 8×, 13×,
and 19× for the IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS, respectively. Further, we evaluated the
σe of the CSOMMS and IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms in Figure 5(b). The
improved performance of the proposed algorithms over the existing IARP, CORL2 and
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ACOMMS algorithms are 9%, 17%, and 19%, respectively. These improvements are
noticed because of the optimal scheduling of the local and global MSs. It is also because
of the optimal number of the MS selections.

5.4 Latency

The time variation from a data packet generated at SN and it reach to the BS is
considered as latency (∆). It is the combination of the time the SNs hold until the local
MS reach to the node, the time the local MS hold until the global MS reach it, and the
travelling time of the MS from the local MS to the sink. The average latency of the
proposed CSOMMS is determined using equation (15)

∆ =

n∑
i=1

 |si|∑
j=1

(
∆1(pj) + ∆2(pj) + ∆3(pj)

|si| × n

) (15)

where

• ∆1 – delay of a packet (pj) at SN (si)

• ∆2 – waiting time of a packet at the local MS

• ∆3 – latency of a packet (pj) spent at global MS before transmit it to the BS.

Figure 6 End-to-end delay vs. #SNs, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven (see online version
for colours)

(a) (b)

The latency of the CSOMMS is tested with the IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS
algorithms in both event-driven and non-event-driven approaches in Figure 6. The
proposed CSOMMS algorithm results in 27× better performance than IARP, 37×
better than CORL2, and 53× better than ACOMMS algorithms. Further, we evaluate
in non-event-driven application in Figure 6(b), and we notice the improvements of
IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms 19×, 23× and 48×, respectively, better
performance in the proposed CSOMMS algorithm. We notice that the latency of the
CSOMMS is always lower compared to existing works in both scenarios. The better
results are achieved due to efficient scheduling of the local and global MS with optimal
requirement of MS for data acquisition.
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5.5 Packet delivery ratio

The PDR of the CSOMMS is considered as the ratio of total generated packets by all
the SNs P (Si) in the network and the received count of packets by the BS (R) during
the simulation time from 0 to T . It is determined using equation (16).

PDR =
R

n∑
i=0

P (Si)
(16)

Figure 7 Packet delivery ratio vs. simulation time, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven
(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

The comparison results of proposed and existing algorithms in terms of PDR are shown
in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) plots the comparison of PDR in continuous scenario WSNs
and Figure 7(b) shows the comparison of burst scenario. From Figure 7(a), we noticed
that the PDR of the CSOMMS is alway better compared to existing IARP, ACOMMS,
and CDCA approximately 9%, 11% and 16%, respectively in the continuous scenario.
Similarly, in the burst case the performance improvements observed as 11% better than
IARP, 15% better over ACOMSS, and 19% better over CDCA algorithms. The PDR
improvement of the CSOMMS is noticed because of the efficient MMS scheduling in
the WSNs environment.

5.6 Throughput

The throughput (τ ) of the network is computed using equation (17).

τ =
R
T

(17)

The τ of the existing and proposed works are compared in event-driven and
non-event-driven applications of WSNs in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. The
proposed work improves the throughput over the existing works IARP, CORL2, and
ACOMMS are approximately 9×, 12×, and 16×, respectively in the event-driven
applications. Further, non-event-driven applications are evaluated in Figure 8(b). Here,
we noticed the improved QoS of the CSOMMS over the existing IARP, CORL2,
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and ACOMMS approximately 10×, 14×, and 18×, respectively. So, from both the
scenarios, we notice the best performance, approximately 91% in the event-driven
applications and 92% in the non-event-driven applications. These improvements are
noticed because of the best set of MSs and their optimal scheduling.

Figure 8 Throughput vs. simulation time, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven
(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

Figure 9 Average tour length vs. #SNs, (a) event-driven (b) non-event-driven
(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)

5.7 Average tour length of global MS

The trajectory length constructed by the global MS (Υi) and the number of tours
completed (⌊δ⌋) during the data collection is treated as the average tour length of the
global MS. It is calculated as shown in equation (18).

ATL =

⌊δ⌋∑
i=0

Υi

⌊δ⌋
(18)

The ATL of the CSOMMS and existing IARP, CORL2, and ACOMMS algorithms
are compared under the event-driven and non-event-driven scenarios in Figure 9. From
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Figure 9(a), we notice the QoS grow of the CSOMMS in the event-driven scenario,
and the proposed CSOMMS improves 9× over the IARP, 13× than CORL2 and 18×
than ACOMMS algorithms. Similarly, in non-event driven applications, the CSOMMS
algorithms result in 11× better performance than IARP, 16× better performance
over the CORL2, and 23× better performance over the ACOMMS algorithms. These
improvements are noticed because of the optimal number of MS and their traversal
routes.

6 Conclusions

This article proposes an MMS-based data collection in large-scale WSNs using a
cat-swarm optimisation mechanism. Initially, this algorithm partitions the network using
CSO and assigns an MS to each partition. Each assigned MS travelled in a fixed path
constructed using a lightweight geometric approach for data gathering. Then, a global
MS traverse in the network to acquire the local MS’s data and hand it to the BS timely.
The global MS path is dynamic and constructed using a popular ACO algorithm. This
path is constructed according to the positions of the local MS without disturbing them.
The performance of the CSOMMS algorithm is simulated and tested using various
simulation runs and compared using the existing algorithms. It outperforms them in
multiple metrics, including the lifetime, delay, throughput, PDR, and energy efficiency.
The major limitation of the proposed approach is the find optimal k value. Hence, in
the future, we focus on identifying the best value for k to collect data packets in WSNs.
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